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Tentrans project overview
• South African (UCT, Stellenbosch) and Danish (DTU) researchers exploring:
•
•
•
•

Community development features;
Dynamics of auctioning and its effectiveness in terms of investment, pricing etc;
Industrialisation dynamics associated with South Africa’s wind energy investments.
in relation to South Africa’s Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer
Procurement Programme (with a focus on wind energy)

• Project concludes end 2020.
• More project information to be found at:

• https://unepdtu.org/project/tendering-sustainable-energy-transitions-tentrans/

• Project industrialisation working paper:

• http://www.prism.uct.ac.za/prism/Working-Paper-Series

• Also published:

• Hansen, U, Morris, M, Nygaard, I & Robbins, G. (2020), The Effects of Local Content
Requirements in Auction Schemes for Renewable Energy in Developing Countries.
Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, Volume 127.
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The South African renewable (wind) energy context
• Pre 2010: Growing concerns about global environmental challenges of
fossil fuels coinciding with problems in South Africa’s energy supplies.
• 2010 Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) approved:

• Proposed an energy mix to meet electricity needs of SA over 20-year horizon to
2030.
• By 2030 – 17,800 MW of electricity from RE sources.

• 2011 – South Africa launches its first RE bid round under the Renewable
Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (REIPPPP).
• The REIPPPP to date:
• Four bid rounds initiated (1-4a) 2011-2015 (Round 4b awarded in 2018)
• In 2015 South Africa had the 5th largest RE programme globally.
• By 2020 SA had 2,100MW of wind energy capacity operational

• 33 wind farms; 1,365 wind turbines with 3,672MW installed capacity (some still in delivery) =
around 40% of SA’s RE (remainder from hydro and solar PV/CSP).

• The 2019 IRP

• 14.4 GW allocated to wind (18% of projected total) = 1.6 GW per annum to 2030
• However, no Round 5 of REIPPPP and no progress on accelerated procurement
announced by Ramaphosa in 2018, 2019 and 2020.
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The ”greening” of South Africa’s
industrial policy
• 2010 – Green Economy Summit
• “Develop Green growth policies and regulations which supports and enables an
integrated strategy that effectively covers demand and supply aspects, … to maximise
the synergies among different policy actions...” (62)

• 2011 New Growth Path
• “The challenge for the developmental state is to minimise costs for business except as
required to support transformation toward a more equitable, decent-work generating
and green economy” (Economic Development Department 2011: 61)

• 2012 National Development Plan 2030
• “The green economy agenda will be leveraged to promote deeper industrialisation,
energy efficiency and employment.” (National Planning Commission 2012: 150)

• IPAPs
• IPAP 2 - Minister Rob Davies: “The Green Economy is a major new thrust for the South
African economy which presents multiple opportunities to create jobs and valueadding industries. IPAP 2 will focus on the manufacturing aspects of the Green
Economy; … with localisation of manufacturing related to renewables.” (Department of
Trade & Industry 2011: 17)
• IPAP 3 - “The REIPP, combined with the completion of the technical work for solar and
wind energy manufacturing strategies, provides a significant opportunity for South
Africa to become a major manufacturer of componentry of renewable energy
projects.” (Department of Trade & Industry 2012: 18)
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REIPPPP as an instrument of industrial policy
• Local Content (LC) as a core delivery obligation
since the start – measured in terms of value of
spend.
• Relative share of potential (Socio-) Economic
Development (ED) points to be gained has stayed
constant at 25% (of 30 points).
• Progressive upwards adjustment in LC goals in
various bid rounds.
• Testing the waters: Round 1-2
• Initial minimum of 25% LC minimum, 45% target with
target rising to 60% in BW2
• Some bolder steps: Round 3/4
• Minimum LC 45% and target 65%
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What elements of the GVC were localized through REIPPPP?
DTI IPAP 2018/2019 –
2020/2021 (10th edition)
• “total committed RE
investment is R201.8 billion,
of which REIPPPP has
attracted R48.8 billion in
foreign investment and
financing;
• created 32,532 new job
years for South African
citizens
• secured carbon emission
reductions of 17.25
Mtonnes of CO2
• local content commitments
by IPPs amounted to R67.1
billion, or 45% of the total
project value of R147.6
billion for all the bid
windows”
(Department of Trade and
Industry 2018: 41).

Shortcomings in South Africa’s approach
• Industrial policy design and delivery
• Despite DTI/IPP Office collaboration and broad green industrialisation
commitments in IPAP etc …
• Green industrialization was in practice only paid lip service.
• A specific, customised industrial policy was not developed
beyond the crude localisation intent.
• Energy policy issues, BEE & social development dominated
REIPPPP, not industrial policy.

• Wasted efforts in failed indigenisation projects (towers &
blades) neglected Global Value Chain follower-sourcing
dynamics.
• The development of a substantial, internationally competitive,
tradeable services sector was neglected.

• Energy policy
• REIPPPPs disruption by government in 2015/16 prematurely curtailed
the impacts and interrupted work being done to deepen industrial
policy responses by DTI & IPP Office.

• The ongoing delays and policy “walk-backs” have substantially
damaged industry trust and removed the requirements for
PREDICTABILITY and CONTINUITY in REIPPPP approved projects (or
other schemes driven by industry or non-grid demand).

What about the SADC region?
• Massive energy access challenges facing many
SADC countries = energy as a priority
• Energy access across SADC at 48% but as low as
11% in countries such as Malawi (SACREE et al
2018).

• Many countries have a focus on prospects of
coal, hydro or gas projects in national energy
plans
• Coal options linked to mineral rights exchange
deals
• Largest hydro plans remain un(der)funded and
face complexities (e.g. environmental)
• Gas development schemes might primarily serve
markets of project funders

• But a growing array of RE projects are emerging,
both for grid and off-grid – supported in part by
CDM funds etc. such as those aiming to
slow/reverse biomas-for-energy loss of
ecological assets.
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What about the SADC region? – cont.
• The SADC region has some of the best rated performance conditions for solar and on-shore wind globally
(SACREEE et al. 2018).
• Inter-country infrastructure – such as that for the Southern African Power Pool (set up in 1992) – provides a
base for innovative RE cross-border supply arrangements.
• Industry specific RE projects being explored with growing pressure to reduce embedded carbon in exports
(from petit pois to platinum).
• Ongoing reform of energy policies and institutions is likely to see more favourable frameworks for RE
deployment.
• Growing affordability of off-grid and micro-grid schemes likely to drive up demand.
• However …
• “Despite an estimated wind energy potential in the SADC region of approximately 800 TWh per year (compared to 20,000
TWh for solar), only eight countries were identified as having current or planned wind energy capacity: Lesotho, Madagascar,
Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Seychelles, South Africa and Tanzania” (Ren21 2019: 45&48).
• Planned RE commitments across the region are also highly uneven: eg Nambia 70% by 2030, Tanzania 5% by 2030 (SACREEE
et al. 2018: 17).
• South Africa’s stalled projects have also affected confidence of stakeholders across the region, alongside ongoing global
economic instability.
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Any prospects for mutual benefit?
• Whilst rest-of-SADC manufacturing in wind-energy GVC
prospects are at present limited, adding even muted
SADC wind-energy demand to South Africa’s IRP 2019
roll-out can:
• support SA industrialization via OEM follower sourcing as well
as prospects to grow smaller turbine exports to microgrid/off-grid schemes.
• AND support a thriving, multi-country tradable services
capability.

• Options exist for innovative bilateral deals between
South Africa and SADC countries:
• E.g. investment support and energy purchases in exchange
for RE component/services input-supply agreements

• AfCFTA can enhance wind-energy value chain trading in
other African countries:
• Sizable wind energy programmes in Kenya, Ethiopia & much
larger schemes in North Africa.

• However, without consistent RE policy &
implementation in South Africa, informed by a more
substantive green industrialisation industrial policy
framework, these prospects will be undermined.
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“A serious debate about the design of industrial policy would bring it out of the shadows …. and … save it from being carried
out surreptitiously, as an appendage to other governmental functions and hostage to related, but distinct objectives ...”
(Rodrik, 2014: p.483)

Thank you
Project website: https://unepdtu.org/project/tendering-sustainable-energy-transitions-tentrans/
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